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Eric Wong gives a martial arts demonstration in the U.U. Thursday as a part of International 
Culture Week. It was sponsored by the Chinese Student Association.
Request for extended 
road to library denied
By A liso n  Skratt
Staff Writer
The CSU Board of Trustees recently 
turned down a request to extend Cal Po­
ly’s California Boulevard entrance through 
to the library.
The proposed road would run behind the 
business and architecture buildings and 
connect with North Perimeter Road, by 
the library, to make a circular drive 
around the campus.
Doug Gerard, dean of facilities planning 
and operations, said the proposed circular 
drive would give students coming from 
California Boulevard more conveniant ac­
cess to the other side of the campus.
He is also concerned with pedestrian 
safety. The lightened traffic load, he said, 
would be safer for students walking on 
campus.
According to Gerard, the university has 
been trying to get the funding for this ex­
tension for the past 12 years. It’s also 
been a part of Cal Poly’s master plan for 
physical development for that amount of 
time.
In 1976, when the Architecture Building 
was constructed, the road that went 
through was blocked off (it now dead ends 
in the business building parking lot). Since 
then, the university’s been trying to get it
reconstructed.
The Trustees used a list of categories 
and criteria to prioritize construction pro­
jects for the CSU system. Gerard said the 
line was drawn far above the estimated 
$500,000 request for the road.
This year approximately $139 million 
was requested for construction projects 
for the CSU system, and only $120 million 
was approved.
One of the projects above the line for 
Cal Poly was the new Agricultural Science 
Building.
“ 1 can’t fault them,” he said. “ It is more 
important to have classrooms than 
roads.”
However, he added, “ It’s getting to a 
critical point .... We’ve just got to have 
(the road).”
The new wing that will soon be added to 
the business building will cut off the road 
that loops around the stadium, making a 
circular drive a pertinent need.
Gerard’s office will be working with the 
Chancellor’s Office to try to find other 
funding sources.
According to Gerard, the road extension 
is in a category that is usually below the 
cut-off line, and just gets pushed back 
year after year. Other categories usually 
below the line are energy conservation 
projects and land acquisitions.
Backlog of records leads to slower transcript processing
By L aw rence A nton
Staff Writer
Deadlines can sneak up 
without notice. And those in 
need of an official Cal Poly 
transcript to apply for a scholar­
ship or a first job may find 
themselves lost if they hesitate.
Last month 2,463 transcript 
requests were processed, said 
Carol Berry, a junior business
major who took this quarter off 
and is working full-time as a 
Records Office transcript techni­
cian.
Berry said it usually takes two 
to three weeks for her and two 
part-time student assistants to 
work through the backlog and 
get a transcript mailed.
Every request is processed by 
hand. Berry said, pointing to a 
stack of nearly 500 request forms
spilling from a basket on her 
desk. Another pile of request 
forms, those received through 
the mail, fill a filing cabinet 
drawer to a depth of one and a 
half feet. The pink and yellow 
request forms seemed to be 
everywhere.
There are a lot of important 
deadlines in January and Febru­
ary, Berry said, so the office has 
been flooded with requests.
Students applying for scholar­
ships or international programs 
must forward a transcript along 
with their application in order to 
be considered. Graduates hoping 
to take the architectural board or 
engineering board test must 
show they have received a 
degree. Students going on to 
graduate school and those out 
looking for a job also need 
transcripts.
“They’re hoping ... to go com­
pletely on the computer system,” 
Berry said. “ But for now, it’s 
done nothing but add more paper 
work” because fall-quarter 
grades had to be pasted on pieces 
of paper separate from other 
grades so they can be input into 
the computer, she said. Only 
grades from fall 1987 and on will 
be put into the computer.
See TRANSCRIPTS, page 4
1RS to offer free 
tax information
B y C indy M cA ndrew
Staff Writer
Do the new tax laws have you 
confused?
If so, the Internal Revenue 
Service will be offering free in­
come tax assistance to students 
in the University Union through 
April 15.
The IRS is providing service to 
help students understand the tax 
changes. An IRS representative 
will be in U.U. 218 on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays from 2 
to 4 p.m, and on Wednesdays 
from 7 to 9.
The ASI officers arranged this 
service.
“ The new tax laws will have a 
drastic effect on students this 
year,” said Tyler Hammond, the
director of community relations 
for ASI.
Hammond said students need 
to be informed so they won’t get 
in trouble with the IRS after 
they file.
“ This is the first big and 
drastic (tax) change to affect 
students in a long time,” said 
Henrietta Sheffield, a revenue 
agent.
According to the new tax law, 
students won’t be able to claim 
themselves if their parents claim 
them as dependents.
In the past, Sheffield said, if 
students worked they were able 
to claim exempt from their taxes. 
Parents were also able to claim 
the student as dependent, as long 
as they contributed at least 50 
percent of their child’s income.
Mayor urges residents to be active
Fifth in a week long series o f profiles on the five San Luis Obispo 
City Council members by staff writers Shelly Evans and Shannon 
McFarlin.
By Shelly  E vans
staff Writer
Acting as a “ go-between” for 
the City Council and city ad­
ministration, Mayor Ron Dunin 
said it is important for San Luis 
Obispo residents to become ac­
tive in city issues.
“ Residents think because we 
are elected officials, we will make 
the right decision all the time,” 
Dunin said.
“ It’s annoying to me when an 
important issue is being discuss­
ed and there’s no input (during 
the public hearings),” he said. 
“ That’s unfair to the council and 
to the people being affected.”
Dunin said the council bases 
its decisions on how they will af­
fect a majority of the people.
“There are professional objec­
tors who come to the meetings 
specifically to object,”  said 
Dunin. “ We have about six who 
believe they’re predestined to 
save San Luis Obispo.”
If no one is at the meetings to 
dispute the objectors, then they 
act as the only representatives 
from the community, he said.
“ At the time I ran, there were 
no representatives from the 
business community on the 
council,” said Dunin, who has 
served two four-year terms on 
the council and is now serving 
his first year on a second term as 
mayor.
However, Dunin says he 
doesn’t limit himself to interests 
within the business community.
“ I’m unique in that I support 
both sides ... (business) and the 
beautification and preservation 
of the environment,” Dunin said.
“ 1 used to organize the clean­
ing of the creek and the planting 
of trees at Laguna Lake.”
Dunin said he believes Cal Poly 
students have an obligation to 
the community.
“The co-existence of different 
age groups is very important,” 
he said.
“ When students move in, the 
lifestyle of a neighborhood is al­
ready established. Students 
should adjust themselves and 
not change things.”
Dunin said he doesn’t believe 
San Luis Obispo residents should 
be passive members of their
Mayor Ron Dunin
community. “ We have our 
rights, but we also have our 
obligations,” he said.
The most important function 
of the council, said Dunin, is to 
provide “ provision of services 
and protect life and property.”
As mayor, Dunin said, he is 
placed in a difficult position.
“ The mayor is perceived as a 
leader — chairman of the coun­
cil,” he said. “ If I’m too active, 
the council will object. If not, 
then I’m seen as weak and not a 
leader.”
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TV does our thinking 
and our voting too
T 'h e  movie “ Broadcast News” shows rather vividly the 
undercurrent of plasticity and lack of substance in the elec­
tronic media. Now it seems that the television media are 
making decisions for the public as well.
On Tuesday night, President Reagan made a live public 
address; a last plea of support for his Contra assistance pro­
gram. The next day, the House of Representatives would vote 
on the package. The big three national networks, ABC, CBS 
and NBC, refused to cover the speech.
First of all, the media has the absolute right to judge what 
is newsworthy. They have no duty, legal or otherwise, to 
publicize any presidential event, simply because it involves 
the president. But in this case, they used this right in a 
grossly irresponsible manner. The Contra issue is crucial in 
world relations, and involves millions of dollars of the Ameri­
can people’s money. The real right at issue here is the right of 
the people to know how and why their president wants to 
spend their money. This right was denied.
The eventual vote in the House was so close that public 
opinion could have swayed the outcome. A mere eight votes 
killed further Contra aid. Every one of the members of the 
House is up for re-election this year, and to make an in­
telligent voting decision their contituents need to know every 
aspect of this crucial issue. Sad as it is, television is the most 
important source of news for most people. If they didn’t see it 
on TV, then they probably didn’t catch it at all.
On two previous occasions, ABC, CBS and NBC declined to 
cover presidential speeches. Last fall, it was a plea of support 
for Justice Bork, and in 1986 it was another appeal for Contra 
aid. Whether or not the networks actually agreed with 
Reagan on these issues, their actions amounted to a rejection 
of Reagan’s policy. The people were not allowed to choose, 
but instead were led to believe that “ if it’s not good enough 
for the media, then it’s not good enough for me.’’
In the end, the public’s right to decide for themselves by 
pulling the plug on their TV set was negated by a media that 
chose reruns for their viewers instead.
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Convenience pays off the 
wanton moneygrubber
N ow that ATMs are as common as mos­quitoes, society has moved a wee bit closer to an ar chy.
Automated Teller Machines are wreaking 
havoc on our economy — it’s too damn E-Z to 
spend beaucoux bux now. No wonder there are 
more Chapter 11 ’s every year.
In the old days, one 
would trudge miles out of 
their way (in the driving 
snow, of course) to their 
favorite banking institu­
tion — Security Trust &
Federal Reserve. So 
dependable you’d trust 
your bronzed baby shoes 
to them. No fly-by-night 
jokesters like Papa Joe’s 
“ You gotta dough, we 
maka it grow” Money 
Mart.
You went down, open­
ed a savings/checking 
account, and that’s that.
Need a grade raised? Head on down, grab a wad of 
twenties, and bribe that teacher good. Simple. 
Sure, you had to deal with lovable peatbrain teller 
mutants, but at least when you yelled at them 
they’d show a hurt response. (That’s a JOKE. 
Geez! Don’t get so uppity.)
But now, it’s Convenience, Inc. with their syn­
thesized ATM-checking-debit card things. Towns 
usually have way too many banks for their own 
good, but with ATMs I can get non-existent money 
from one of the 22,000 locations in a 10-block 
radius — thanks to the Star-Cirrus-Versateller-Te 
llalnterfaceLinkAge nationwide network. I can pay 
for gas, groceries, maybe a trip for two to Whittier, 
with just a snap of my FasTel.
When these little fusion bombs first came out, 1 
thought 1 could avoid it because the money came 
out in $20 increments. I mean, I’d rather write a 
handy dandy check — why get $20 out when I’ll 
spend the difference I don’t need?
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Stewart
McKenzie
Then 1 found out the weenies down at Mid-State 
Bank offer $5 increments out of their machine, 
which my card can access only too well. So now I 
pop by there every two or three days, mouth foam­
ing, waiting for some middle-aged mama to finish 
her financial affairs. Always unprepared, she is 
scribbling down her account number in one hand,
slapping her whining 
kids with the other. So, 
to pass the time while 
waiting to discover if she 
uses her 11th finger as a 
counting device, 1 think 
of how easy first-degree 
murder is.
Finally, she slithers off 
and I’m on. In goes the 
card (half the time I put 
it in backwards). Pop in 
the magic personal I.D. 
number, a secret which 
will be carried to my 
grave. Then comes the 
first choice. Should 1 
check my balance, to see if 1 can really afford 
another fiver, or go straight for a withdrawl?
Checking the balance would mean I was being
Responsible, an action any true Poly-ite knows is 
more wrong than rain. Usually I go straight for the 
withdrawl function, in a hopefully minimal^ amount. 
I’m not rich enough to do the one-button $40 
splooee.
The correct buttons pushed, I wait for cashola. 
Because my bank is kind of dinky, their computers 
date from the Ming Dynasty, so about 10 percent 
of the time the ATM screen tells me sorry, no 
banknotes, maybe next time, get a career. But 
usually those fresh wads of dough come out of the 
slot piping hot, into my eager wallet.
So I’m hooked. But there’s just one thing I don’t 
understand. With all this hot technology in my 
hands, 1 should be a financial wizard. ATM card, 
preprinted flashy checks and a mail-away Citibank 
credit card rest in my wallet. So how come 1 eat 
Hi-Ho’s and lard three meals a day?
Opin. cartoon 
aborts choice
Editor:
A lot has been said about the 
pros and cons of abortion by 
many people more eloquent than 
me, but 1 was so infuriated by 
the editorial cartoon in the Jan. 
29 Daily that I had to speak out.
This is a university, a place 
where we are all working toward 
a better future for ourselves. The 
couple that decides to continue 
an unplanned pregnancy and 
raise a child must forego this 
goal and drop out of school. 
Some do return, but it is much 
harder with the financial and 
emotional responsibilities of child 
care. Fear of raising a child with 
little or no money, as well as fear 
of unbearable loss in giving up a 
baby for adoption, lead many to 
decide on abortion.
Having an abortion means be­
ing able to continue school here 
at Cal Poly, to get an education 
so you will be better able to sup­
port yourself and your family in 
the future. To have such an ugly 
anti-abortion cartoon in the 
school paper is a direct con­
tradiction, serving only to drive 
students out of school into a sit­
uation for which they are un­
prepared.
Instead of heaping guilt on 
women for wanting the basic 
right to control their own bodies, 
it would be more productive to 
have illustrations depicting pro­
per and regular use of birth con­
trol. The decision to abort is not 
a happy one, nor is it taken light­
ly. But as long as there are 
unplanned pregnancies, abortion 
will be the choice of many cou­
ples.
— MimI Trumbull
Stew is king 
of the ‘Pile’
Editor:
1 never realized how enjoyable 
it is to read “ driveling cesspools” 
until I read “ A pile of Stew,” the 
Mustang Daily column by 
Stewart McKenzie.
In McKenzie’s column, accor­
ding to Jonathan McMurtry (let­
ter, Jan. 26), his “ negativity is 
surpassed only by his lack of 
imagination.” Immediately, 1 
recalled the column earlier this 
month that referred to Cheez Wiz 
in armpits. It’s difficult to find 
this a lack of imagination.
Perhaps McMurtry would find 
other written works more uplif­
ting (college catalogs, assembly 
instructions for children’s toys.
Time magazine).
But this is a university 
publication, and as such, its 
primary responsibilities are to 
stimulate our intellect, express 
alternate viewpoints, expand our 
horizons, and yes, entertain us. 
It’s not necessarily intended to 
dictate our entire outlook on life.
Stew’s column about Madonna 
Inn was not my personal 
favorite. Nonetheless, McMurtry 
cannot assert that, because 
Stew’s style is unique (and 
somewhat g raphic!), it is 
th e re fo re  n eg a tiv e  and 
unimaginative. Further, McMur­
try makes a reference to knots in 
Stew’s shorts. If such garments 
could, by some miracle, grant me 
the imaginative powers of Stew, 
I would immediately macramè all 
my panties!
— Nikole Crossland
Letters should be shorter 
than 250 words, must be 
typed and include the writer’s 
signature and phone number.
Editors reserve the right to 
edit all letters, and they will 
not be published without the 
writer’s name.
Submit to Room 226 of the 
Graphic Arts Building, Cal 
Poly, San Luis Obispo, 93407.
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State
Report: Gas company used 
contaminated fuel for 8 years
MONTEREY PARK (AP) — Southern California Gas 
Co. distributed contaminated gas drawn from a landfill 
for eight years, a state Public Utilities Commission 
report said.
Mayor Richard Houseman, citing the report, called 
Wednesday for an investigation to find out how many 
people may have been exposed to cancer-causing vinyl 
chloride in the gas, which came from a local landfill.
The company bought the gas, a natural byproduct of 
decomposing garbage, from Getty Synthetic Fuels and 
distributed it to customers from 1978 to 1986.
Vinyl chloride, a chemical used in producing plastics, 
was found in very small amounts, said Southern 
California Gas Vice President Roy Rawlings. He said 
tests conducted by the company showed the vinyl chlo­
ride burned harmlessly.
Nation
Reagan backers furious after 
networks snub Contra speech
WASHINGTON (AP) — Live television or no live 
television. President Reagan’s power to make a speech 
and bring pressure on Congress isn’t what it used to be.
White House conservatives are furious with the three 
major television networks for not carrying live the 
president’s last-minute plea this week for new aid to the 
Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
But even if ABC, NBC and CBS had joined Cable 
News Network in setting aside time for the Oval Office 
broadcast Tuesday night, would it have made a dif­
ference?
Many think not.
“ Presidents have to realize they can only use that 
weapon as a reinforcing tool when they have a great deal 
of momentum going,’’ said Joe Foote, chairman of the 
Radio-Television Department of Southern Illinois Uni­
versity, who is writing a book on the subject.
World
Amerasians interviewed about 
possibility of move to U.S.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — U.S. officials flew to 
Vietnam Thursday to interview about 1,000 Amerasians 
and their relatives who hope to settle in the United 
States, a U.S. Embassy spokesman said.
But the officials still awaited word from Hanoi about a 
meeting to complete agreement on their departure from 
Vietnam, he said.
Spokesman Ross Petzing said the six-member team 
would remain in Vietnam until Feb. 15, conducting 
standard interviews required for immigration.
Amerasians are children of American servicemen and 
Vietnamese women. The United States backed South 
Vietnam in its war against communist North Vietnam. 
The fighting ended with the communist victory in 1975.
The U.S. team also will interview some 1,000 other 
Vietnamese who have applied to enter the United States 
under the U.N.-sponsored Orderly Departure Program.
Wellness coordinator balances dimensions
By M eredith  Svenm an
staff Writer
A young girl nervously awaited her 
meeting with Gary Kelman. She sat in her 
car until it was time. Before stepping into 
the bottom floor of the Health Center, she 
stopped for a moment to take a deep 
breath and then slowly opened the door.
She saw him. He was standing on the far 
side of the room among some of his peer 
educators. He was wearing tight gray 
slacks, a navy blue jacket, a crisp white 
button-down shirt and a maroon tie.
She heard him say, “ This looks great. It 
looks almost professional. The other 
groups are going to be jealous,’’ to a man
standing next to him. She walked toward 
him as if mesmerized by an actor’s per­
formance.
As she approached, he said “ Why look 
who’s here!’’ His smile put her at ease and 
she stepped into his office to wait.
As he entered the office, he looked at her 
and said, “ I’m glad to have you on the 
team.’’ The warmth in his eyes was 
sincere.
Although the above account is fictional, 
the girl’s reaction to him is true to life. 
Kelman is the wellness coordinator on 
campus. Wellness is an approach to living 
based on the idea that people should keep 
in touch with all aspects of their lives.
There are five different dimensions of
human nature according to wellness: 
physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual 
and social. To be “ well’’ is to have a 
balance of these dimensions.
“ The goal of wellness on campus is to 
substantiate some practical programs in 
each dimension,’’ Kelman said. “ We want 
to give students the opportunity to get a 
more in-depth experience in each area. We 
want the students to understand the con­
cept of wellness and know how to apply it 
in everyday life.’’
The program is still being developed by 
, the lifestyle peer education group under 
Kelman’s direction.
Kelman said he believes strongly in
See KELMAN, page 4
Gary Kalman
SALES COORDINATOR 
SUNSEEDS GENETICS, INC.
A fast growing international vegatable seed company located in 
Hollister, CA, seeks qualified individual to work in the capacity of 
Sales Coordinators. Responsibilities include; Supporting 
sales managers in their daily activities, preparation and 
processing of quotations and sales offers, provide administrative 
support and handle documentation to expedite processing of 
accounts. Requirements: BA or BS degree, with excellent 
written and oral communication skills, ability to work 
independently and good organizational skills. Bilingual (Spanish 
preferred). Please send resumé along with salary history to:
SUNSEEDS GENETICS, INC. 
ATTN. Susan Fisher 
PC BOX 1438 
Hollister, CA 95024-1438 
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Order Nardonne's special 
heart-shaped Valentine's Day
Pizza
JSaturday, Feb. 13 and Sunday, Feb.
Leave a special note inside 
for that special 
someone!
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COUEGE NIGHT
AFTERHOUBS
for those 18 or Older 
or with a  valid college ID
1am to 3 am
2318 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo
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KELMAN
From page 3
wellness. “ Society is so fast- 
paced. People seclude themselves 
in their electronic cottages. They 
turn away from each other and 
ignore the value of shared expe­
riences. There is a need to 
understand and appreciate dif­
ferent attitudes and cultures. 
World peace is brought about by 
peace within yourself,” he said.
The media, according to 
Kelman, has set a negative ex­
ample for lifestyle and behavior. 
Kelman theorizes that im­
balances in American society are 
due to the same drive that built 
it.
“ Our culture and country 
outgrew itself. In the early days
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of our nationhood, people were 
fairly balanced but as jobs 
became more specialized, we lost 
touch with some aspects of our 
nature.”
Kelman said what is scary 
about society is that everyone is 
out to gain more. Kelman said 
that even wellness and other ap­
proaches to happiness and mean­
ing are becoming a hard-sell in- 
stead of a sincere desire to help.
TRANSCRIPTS
From page 1
Registrar Gerald Punches said 
the OASIS computer system is 
expected to be operating by fall 
1988. It will create a “ paperless 
(records) system,” he said, and 
should shorten considerably the 
time required to process 
transcripts.
But for now, processing a 
transcript request must be done 
by hand. Processing involves 
pulling a student’s record, mak­
ing a photocopy, affixing the 
authorizing signature with a 
rubber stamp, stuffing the 
photocopy into an envelope, ad­
dressing and sealing the envelope 
and putting it in the mail.
While the new computer 
system should make it easier to 
generate transcript copies, they 
will still need to be authorized, 
sealed and maijed by hand, 
though the possibility  of 
automating those tasks some­
time in the future has not been 
ruled out. Punches said.
“ Your imagination takes off 
when you’re working with 
technology,” he said, alluding to 
the high hopes he has for the 
OASIS system.
Cal Poly is not the only CSU 
cam pus b ack logged  w ith 
transcript requests, nor will it be 
the first to computerize its stu­
dent records.
Cal State Los Angeles and 
Sacramento State process their 
transcrip t requests without 
computer aid, and also require 
about two weeks. However, Cal 
Poly Pomona, which has a com­
puterized records system, takes 
Just four or five days.
Ida Walters, a member of the 
clerical staff at Cal Poly Pomona, 
said of their new computer 
system installed a year ago: “ It’s 
wonderful, when it works.”
HHMMM...
AN OSOS ST. 
SANDWICH 
SURE SOUNDS 
GOOD
RIGHT NOW!
23 different sandwiches 
Lettuce, Tomatoes, Pickles, 
Onions and Peppers.
Best Sandwiches in Town
1060 Osos St. SLO (across from Woodstocks) 
541-0955 W E DELIVER
QSOS STREET SI BC;
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EXP 2/21
2 FREE DRINKS  
W / ANY SIZE SA N D W IC H  
(limit: one coupon per sandwich)
I  1060 Osos St. 541-0955
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The A geless G olden A ge
A guide to partying with the old stars
By Frank Warren, Special to the Daily 
Photo By David Grey
he constant search for new things 
to do can be a difficult one. While 
Imost people have discovered the joy 
of videos, even that is beginning to 
stagnate. The problem seems to lie 
in our search for the new while the 
solution is in the old. Classic movies 
are becoming available on video and
local stores are making them accessible. Old movies are 
as funny, captivating and intriguing as any of today’s 
box office champions. A suggestion: A Vintage Video 
Party.
Video shop managers in San Luis Obispo have noticed 
a trend of old movies being released in groups at low 
prices. Studios are putting out three to five movies at a 
time featuring a certain star, director or theme. MGM/ 
UA, Columbia, Paramount and Warner Bros, are the
primary companies releasing the classics on video 
because they were the studios that made all the great 
films of the Golden Age.
Lori Yashiyama, manager of Accent Video, said she’s 
looking forward to the release of five new Alfred Hit­
chcock titles including Lifeboat.
Julie Vrana, manager of Twilight Video, has noticed a 
big classic push by the studios. One recent promotion 
featured the release of six Fred Astaire titles after his 
death.
That’s Video, one of San Luis Obispo’s first video 
stores, prides itself with the largest classical selection in 
town, said manager Myrna Nickelsburg.
Other notable releases are four titles from Marilyn 
Monroe, including Niagra and the Thin Man series, star­
ring William Powell and Myrna Loy as the original 
moonlighting detectives. Look for a Shirley Temple col­
lection soon.
But many people probably think that only movie buffs 
can enjoy the classics and let’s face it — who’s got time 
to watch the past when the present moves so fast? Well, 
many could be in for a surprise.
Old movies have a charm about them that is un­
equalled by the huge-budget blockbusters of today. True, 
most movies were simpler before 1965, and they didn’t 
sport top-40 soundtracks, but they entertain.
I compare old movies to old music; one can’t really 
appreciate U2 without knowing who Elvis Presley was. 
For those that liked Broadcast News, try Citizen Kane. 
It’s a type of cultural literacy because by recognizing the 
classics, we can understand today’s films better.
Here are some more advantages:
• Classics are usually cheaper to rent. Some stores of­
fer old movies at 99 cents.
• Most old movies are short (90 minutes) and are light 
in nature.
• Unlike today, the only old movies put on video are 
the ones of merit. No, they’re not all Oscar winners and 
some are silly, but movies were done with great care in 
the Golden Age.
• Classics are easy to rent because everybody else is 
trying to get the new movies. Bask in the tranquility of 
the section everybody else avoids.
See CLASSICS, Spotlight page 3
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From “Cries of Philadelphia,” 1810
BLOOM COUNTY
America’s rich cultural legacy in 
an exhibition that opened Tues­
day at the University Union 
Galerie.
More than 40 panels, on loan 
from the Smithsonian Institu­
tion, combine many artistic ele­
ments to provide a comprehen­
sive look at the economic and 
cultural diversity of America in 
the late 1700s.
Some of the panels include text 
and photographic reproductions, 
portraits, scenic views, city plans 
and maps.
The exhibition is sponsored by 
Cal Poly’s School of Liberal Arts 
and the Smithsonian Institution 
Traveling Exhibition Service. 
The exhibition will run through
by Berke Breathed
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Feb.13.
It is intended to help com­
memorate the bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution. The panels 
deal with the last 20 years of the 
18th century, when the constitu­
tion was written and the early 
national government was formed.
The exhibition breaks early 
America into five regions: New 
England, the Middle Atlantic, 
the Chesapeake, the Low Coun­
try and the Frontier.
The exhibition looks at life in 
each of these regions and exam­
ines some of the social and 
economic issues which took root 
such as poverty, displacement of 
groups, pressures of immigration 
and wage disputes.
This exhibition presents a new 
kind of history featuring the 
work, social customs, entertain­
ments, conflicts and choices of 
ordinary people with diverse 
cultural legacies.
A photographic reproduction 
of Absalom Jones, the founder of 
th e  S t. T hom as A frican  
Episcopal Church, is located in 
the politics and government sec­
tion of the exhibition. Jones was 
one o f the le ad e rs  of 
Philadelphia’s black community. 
He was born a slave and later 
purchased his freedom.
Another panel is devoted to 
explaining where the U.S. capitol 
was first located and its later 
moves.
In the religion section there is 
a drawing of ‘‘Frenzied Negroe 
Methodists” holding a religious 
t< ■ ■ ■
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meeting in a Philadelphia 
This work was done by 
Petrovich Svinin in 1812.
The New England states in­
clude Maine, Vermont, New 
H am pshire, M assachusetts, 
Connecticut and Rhode Island. 
The panels in this section explain 
the history and importance of 
these states.
The Middle Atlantic States are 
New York, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey and Delaware. These 
states displayed more cultural 
diversity than any other region.
A panel about artisans in this 
section describes how skilled 
workers comprised a large pro­
portion of Philadelphia’s popula­
tion and established themselves 
as a class separate from the mer­
chant and labor class.
The Chesapeake Region in­
cludes West Virginia, Virginia 
and Maryland.
By the 1790s, the Chesapeake 
region was the richest and most 
politically powerful area in the 
United States.
There are posters in this sec­
tion advertising the sale of 
negroes and rewards for the 
return of runaway slaves.
The Lowcountry region in­
cludes North Carolina, South 
Carolina and Georgia. The popu­
lation in this region was as much 
French as English, Catholic as 
Protestant and 80-90 percent 
enslaved African-Americans.
By Kristie Kuechler
Staff Writer
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The Appeal of 
Contact Lenses
With today's technology, most people can wear contact lenses 
successfully. There are somewhere between 12-18 million people now 
wearing them.
What are the Advantages:
Contact lens wearers, unlike eyeglass wearers, usually look through the 
center o f the lenses where vision is best and their view is not blocked by 
frames.
Contact lenses do not "fog up" from changes in temperature or 
perspiration; they are unaffected by rain; and rarely interfere with most 
activities.
Psychologically, contact lenses can boost the morale o f people 
concerned with how they look in glasses.
Optically they are the preferred treatment for certain vision conditions 
such as severe near and farsightedness, and irregular astigmatism.
Contact lenses are ideal for sports as well as making it easier to use 
optical instruments such as microscopes and cameras.
Contact lenses do have some disadvantages as well, including:
• They may need to be replaced more frequently, 
alth^gh insurance is available.
• Contact lenses take more time and effort than 
glasses to care for properiy.
• They may cause some mild blurring of vision 
and discomfort during initial adaptation.
The decision to wear contact lenses is a personal 
one and it pays to get the facts before you decide 
to join the ranks of successful wearers.
For more information call or write for a free 
pamphlet:
Gary L. Englund, O.D.
Contact Lens Specialist
2238 Bayview Dr., Ste E/1112 Vine St.
Los Osos, CA 93402/Paso Robles, CA 93446 
(805)528-5333/(805)238-1001
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Red Eleven creates natural notes
O nce there were two comic book heroes named Six-Eleven and the S.O.S. who saved Spring and b ro u g h t it back to 
nature. These two characters went on to 
help inspire a band, equally interested in 
environmental and spiritual issues.
Red Eleven, formerly named after the 
comic book heroes, takes a unique ap­
proach to modern rock, combining . the 
cello and sitar with the traditional bass, 
guitar and drums.
“ We’ve grown into a strong direction 
toward global conservation and a real 
natural awareness of the world,” said 
guitarist Ken Bewick in a phone interview 
from his Orange County home.
With such awareness, the band has been 
described musically and lyrically as 
modern folk art. Their instrumentation 
qualifies this description.
“ We use the sitar to re-create a sound
very much like the sounds of ocean waves 
crashing,” said Bewick. “ Sitars have that 
really watery kind of sound.”
A cover the band likes to perform is 
“ Rocky Mountain High” by John Denver. 
“ The song actually fits well,” Bewick said, 
laughing, “ because of our cello and har­
monies. We’re not trying to sound like 
John Denver.”
Bewick said it is important to balance 
the music with socially aware lyrics, but 
actually understanding the words isn’t 
always necessary. “ 1 don’t feel our lyrics 
have to be understood to have an impact 
because it is the whole thing between the 
music and lyrics that makes the song. For 
the most part 1 like to leave things up to 
oeople’s imagination and let them hear 
wiiat they like to hear,” said Bewick, who 
is the principle song writer for the band.
Beside playing live, the band is also 
searching for an independent record deal.
“ If 1 had to be part of the corporate 
rock movement in order to do something 
with music, 1 wouldn’t be a musician,” he 
said.
But not all commercial stars are neces­
sarily bad, Bewick said. “ 1 bought the 
most recent George Harrison album. It 
has a really large modern-produced sound, 
but I love George Harrison and 
everything he has ever stood for. It was a 
different album than anything he had ever 
done. But just because it’s modern doesn’t 
make it any less true to him.”
Along with George Harrison, Bewick 
also lists musical influences such as Bob 
Dylan, Led Zeppelin and Stravinsky.
Red Eleven will bring their original 
music plus a few covers to D.K.’s West 
Indies Bar Feb. 6 at 9 p.m. Tickets are $2 
at the door
By Pat Hayes Specia l to  the D aily  The shadow of Red Eleven
CLASSICS
From Spotlight page 1
• Watching classics on a TV is 
great because old movies don’t 
have high-tech special effects and 
there was no such thing as 
Dolby.
• Gone is the typical in­
fighting that goes on when try­
ing to decide what films to rent 
that everybody hasn’t seen.
When putting a Vintage Video 
Party together, consider some of 
these suggestions:
LEGENDS: Cary Grant was 
brilliant. Most of his films have 
been released, including Arsenic 
and Old Lace and one of my all- 
time favorites. The Philadelphia 
Story. Bette Davis {Jezebel, All 
About Eve), Spencer Tracy {Cap­
tains Courageous, Dr. Jeckyll and 
Mr. Hyde), Humphrey Bogart 
{Casablanca, The Big Sleep), 
Katharine Hepburn {African 
Queen, Stage Door), James 
Stewart {Harvey), and Gary 
Cooper (The Fountainhead).
SUPER DIRECTORS: Many
John Huston masterpieces have 
been released since his death last 
year {Key Largo, The Misfits). 
Others include George Cukor 
{Holiday) and Frank Capra {It’s a 
Wonderful Life).
COMEDY: For me, nothing is 
funnier than an Abbot and 
Costello movie. They have a 
limited video catalog but check 
out Buck Privates and Abbot and 
Costello Meet Frankenstein. 
Several Marx Brothers films are 
available, such as Duck Soup. 
Other great comedies are Some 
Like It Hot (with Jack Lemmon), 
any Danny Kaye film and any 
Dean Martin/Jerry Lewis film.
DRAMA: From Here to Eter­
nity, Giant, To Kill A Mock­
ingbird and Wuthering Heights 
are all ready to be grasped.
WESTERNS: If a western is 
the choice, why not watch the 
best? High Noon (with Gary 
Cooper) and The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance (with John 
Wayne and James Stewart).
MUSICALS: Guys and Dolls, 
Take Me Out to the Ballgame, 
and any Elvis Presley or Judy 
Garland film.
Finally, here are some tips for 
hosting a successful Vintage 
Video Party:
• Use coupons available for 
VCR and movie rentals.
• Pick a theme or a star and 
get videos accordingly. Decorate 
the viewing area.
• Don’t let people who make 
dumb comments watch. Anyone 
who says “ Look at what they’re 
wearing” or “ No way” are not 
allowed.
• Make a game out of each 
film. See who can find the movie 
from the 1980s that has borrow­
ed the most from the old one.
• Pop a lot of corn in oil. No 
microwave corn is allowed.
• Don’t even mention Michael 
J. Fox.
Don't fight the
downtown traffic...
UNIVERSITY GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
is now offering a full service resume 
package for only
$37.50
Package includes:
• typeset quality
• laser proof
• 25 printed copies
• 25 second sheets .
• 25 matching envelopes
3 day turnaround - bring your resume copy in on Monday, we 
will have your resume done for you on TTiursday morning.
Graphic Arts Building Rm. 21 IB Mon. - Fri.
756-1140 8:00 - 5:00
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Sunday, February 7,1988  
11 a.m. To 4 p.m:
Door Prizes, Refreshments, 
Bridal Fashion Show 
with repeat performances 
a t 12:30 and 2:30 p.m.
$7.50 per person 
$10 a t the door
Brides Planning Books 
To Plan The Perfect Wedding
Presented by
^ 5 7
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Much Ado About Nothinj», a play describ­
ed as Shakespeare for our age, will set the 
stage at the Cuesta College community 
auditorium Thursday, Feb. 11. Set in the 
1930s, the play tells a love story with a wild 
Latin beat. The play is presented by the Act­
ing Company, a traveling troupe of young 
professionals, and is part of Cuesta’s Lively 
Arts series of performing arts. The program 
begins at 8 p.m. General admission is $10..50. 
For more information, contact 544-2943, ext. 
232.
Get ready to celebrate Valentine’s Day 
with a special performance of A Chorus Line. 
On Feb. 14, there will be two showings of the 
Broadway musical at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Cal 
Poly’s Chumash Auditorium. The perfor­
mance is produced by one of several Broad­
way touring companies that take the classic 
around the nation. Advance tickets are $15 
for the public and $11 for students. For tick­
et information call 756-1154.
PCPA Theaterfest’s winter season con­
tinues with Cuming Attractions, a play that 
: attacks commercialism and media hype. It is 
a story of a scheming manager who helps 
bring fame and fortune to a punk. A type of 
“ Malcom McLaren meets Sid Vicious,” one 
might say. The play will run through Feb. 14. 
For tickets call (800) 221-9469.
Auditions for the San Luis Obispo Little 
Theatre’s next presentation of Talking Mith 
... will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 8 and 9 at the 
Hilltop Theatre. The play involves the lives 
of 11 women of varying ages. There are no 
parts for men. Those auditioning must be in­
volved for both nights, and the audition will 
be a cold reading. For more information call 
238-6630 (weekdays) and 239-5613 (evenings).
It’s time for the 8th annual Cal Poly Pops 
Concerts. The San Jose Symphony Brass 
Quintet Plus One will be the guest artists at 
the concerts. The Chumash Auditorium will 
be transformed into a Boston Pops Or­
chestra-type setting with decorated tables 
and refreshments. The concert will feature 
the 65-member Cal Poly Symphonic Band, 
the Cal Poly Sax Quartet amd the Cal Poly 
Percussion Ensemble. The popular and 
semi-classical music performed by the groups 
will be under the direction of William 
Johnson, director of the university bands. 
The guests are members of the San Jose 
Symphony, and will perform pieces from 
Mozart, Bach and Beethoven. Tony Clemens, 
the group’s tuba player, will be the featured 
soloist. The first performance will Saturday 
Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. and the second performance
p t " ' .
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U. Utah Phillips
will be Sunday Feb. 7 at 3 p.m. Tickets are 
$6.50 for students and can be purchased at 
the University Union ticket office and at 
local Boo Boo Records stores. Tickets can be 
reserved by calling 756-5792 or 756-2607.
D.K.’s West Indies Bar and KCPR present 
Red Eleven Feb. 6 at 9 p.m. The band ranges 
in style from modern folk music to modern 
rock. Tickets are $2 at the door.
Inner Faces, a jazz trio featuring electric 
mandolin, stand-up bass and guitar, will per­
form at the Coffeehouse located in the 
Sandwich Plant at 8 p.m. Feb. 9. A $1 cover 
charge will include coffee and refreshments.
Singer, songwriter and storyteller U. Utah 
Phillips will present two performances Feb. 
16 at Linnaea’s Cafe. The concerts will be 
held at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Tickets are $6 ad­
vance and at the door. Phillips has been tell­
ing humorous stories about politics and other 
subjects since the 1960s, and has also per­
formed with musicians such as Joan Baez. 
His songs are about things such as trains, 
coal mines, working people and lazy people. 
For more information call 543-4004.
Via Satellite will play rock ’n’ roll at the 
Dark Room tonight at 9 p.m. Also at the 
Dark Room: Bingo Night — a band, not an 
event — Feb. 6, and on Feb. 9 ska/reggae in­
fluenced Rhythm Akimbo will perform.
The Central Coast Theatre in Pismo Beach 
is gearing up for some serious rock ’n’ roll. 
On Feb. 11, Zeros will travel up the coast for 
a show starting at 9 p.m. On Feb. 12 and 13, 
Fever, featuring guitarist and vocalist Greg 
Leon of former Dokken, Quiet Riot and Viper 
fame, will play shows at 7 and 10 p.m. both 
nights. For ticket information call 773-3208.
The Central Coast Music Teacher’s 
Association will present student piano 
recitals Feb. 7 at 2 p.m. in the Cal Poly Music 
Building, Room 218.
f e r
After the Revolution: Everyday Life in
America, 1700-1800, is a panel exhibition 
from Washington’s Smithsonian Institution 
on display at Cal Poly’s University Union 
Galerie. The show, which helps mark the 
commemoration of the bicentennial of the 
U.S. Constitution, will be on display until 
Saturday, Feb. 13. Most of the 44 panels deal 
with the last two decades of the 18th cen­
tury. The panels combine text and 
photographic reproductions, including por­
traits, scenic views, city plans and maps. For 
more information, call 756-1182.
Three internationally known American ar­
tists are featured at the Cuesta College 
Library Gallery through Feb. 22. Terry 
Allen, Mike Henderson and William T. Wiley 
have diverse artistic expressions including 
music, sculpture and painting. For more in­
formation, call 544-2943, ext. 224.
Biggies — An adventurous time travel 
takes a businessman back to 1913 to help a 
popular British aviator (“ Biggies” ) save the 
day from the Germans. Festival Cinemas.
Braddock/Missing in Action III — Chuck 
Norris is fighting again ... so what’s new or 
exciting? Festival Cinemas.
Broadcast News — There’s no business like 
the TV-biz as William Hurt, Albert Brooks 
and Holly Hunter sweat, cry and laugh their 
way into the Top 10 movie list of the year.
Cinderella — The classic Walt Disney 
animation fairy tale, not a XXX-rated sleaze 
version. Matinee at Fair Oaks Theatre.
Couch Trip — A talented lineup including 
Dan Aykroyd, Charles Grodin, Walter Mat- 
theau and Donna Dixon disappointingly 
prove that being a couch potato might not be 
all that bad. Festival Cinemas.
For Keeps — Molly Ringwald procreates on 
a beaten path. Also starring awkward new­
comer Randall Batinkoff. Mission Cinema.
Good Morning, Vietnam — Robin Williams 
doesn’t have to worry about drive-time drivel 
as a disc jockey with a mission. Williams 
cheers up the troops and audiences with his 
quick wit. Fremont Theatre.
Heavy Metal — Acid and cartoons ... Mid­
Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth 
McGovern in She’s Having A Baby
night movie at the Fremont Theatre.
Innerspace — Science fiction fun and 
adventure. Fair Oaks Theatre.
Moonstruck — Getting struck in the eye 
with a big pizza pie isn’t all that bad. Cher 
and Nicholas Cage give crusty performances 
that are extra-thick. Festival Cinemas and 
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Raw — Eddie Murphy does the nasty in 
this concert movie directed by Robert Town­
send, who saw better days with “ Hollywood 
Shuffle.” Festival Cinemas.
Rent-A-Cop — Burt Reynolds protects Liza 
Minelli from the cheezy underworld. What a 
glittering pair. Mission Cinema.
Serpeants and Rainbows — From the 
director of “ Nightmare on Elm Street” 
comes this movie, which should be as scary 
as Freddy Krueger’s face. Madonna Plaza 
Theatre.
She’s Having A Baby — If the soundtrack 
is any indication, this new John Hughs film 
about adults should be a hit. The I.R.S. 
soundtrack includes Stewart Copeland, Brian 
Ferry, XTC, Gene Loves Jezebel, Love & 
Rockets and Dave Wakeling. Madonna Plaza 
Theatre.
Tampopo — Oysters, shrimps and raw eggs 
give lovemaking a new meaning in this Jap­
anese noodle western of hilarious propor­
tions. Rainbow Theatre.
Three Men And A Baby — Rub a dub dub, 
when will this movie finally leave the Central 
Coast tub? Festival and Mission Cinemas.
Throw Mama From the Train — Danny 
DeVito and Billy Crystal provide trak-treats 
in a comic version of Alfred Hitchcock’s 
“ Strangers On A Train.” Bay Theatre and 
Festival Cinemas.
You Can’t Hurry Love — An array of teen 
stars can’t buy love, so they set up a love 
connection in the wacky world of video 
dating. Special cameos include Kristy 
McNichol and Charles Grodin. Festival 
Cinemas.
Taj Mahal will return to the Central Coast 
on the airwaves of KCBX FM 90 as host of 
the Horizons series. The feature. From Africa 
to the Americas, will explore a cross-section 
of centuries of black music. The segment will 
be aired Monday, Feb. 8 at 11 a.m.
The first Texaco-Metropolitan Opera 
broadcast of Giuseppe Verdi’s Luisa Miller 
since 1982 can be heard Saturday, Feb. 6 at 
11 a.m. over the airwaves of KCPR FM 91.
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar 
must be received by Wednesday at noon for 
Friday publication. Send information to 
Mustang Daily c/o Spotlight, San Luis 
Obispo, CA 93407.
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MoonstrucK PG 12 30 2 30 4 45 7 25 9 45
Three Men and a Baby PG 
12 45 .  45 5 00 7 30 9 00
Sh« s Havirtq a n , ir  « ^C. 
12 30 2 40 5 (X) 7 15 940
L Good Morning V«tnam PQ 1 3 0  4 00 7 00 9 30 (wMkdays 7 00 and 9 30 only)
\ A Q M U d ' i  RtWN(>M(PK AND BRGCORD' *RBfM)GRAN0t
Raw R 1 1 5 3 0 0 5 0 0 7  00 9 00
The Serpent and the Rainbow R 
12 50 2 45 4 50 7 00 9 10
Stater Sister R 1 10 3 05 5 00 7 10 9 15
D
Itm p ift*  ol the Sun PG 12 30 3 45 7 00 10(X)| Couch Trtp R 1 00 5 15 9 20 e^oadcASl News R 1 0 0 4 0 0 7  00 950
Throw Momma from the Tram PG
| i  00 3 00 5 10 '  40 9 45 ■ i’ O" » “ O ' 4 Biqqies PG 12 45 2 45 4 50 7 20 9 20
Sn«ak Preview: Shoot to Kill (Sat night 7:40)
■4 f
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Gray provides 
steadying force 
on youthful 
Poly squad
By K eith N u n es
staff Writer
Whether he’s controlling the 
offense, playing consistent 
defense or sinking a game­
winning shot, Jeff Gray is an 
im p o r ta n t cog in the 
Mustangs’ winning machine.
“ Jeff is one of the most con­
sistent players on the team,’’ 
said head coach Steve Season.
MEN’S HOOPS
“ His experience, confidence 
and leadership have helped 
bring this team together.’’
Gray, a 6-1 senior point 
guard, has been with the 
Mustangs three years. He is 
one of three returning starters 
from last year’s championship 
team.
“ 1 think the two best char­
acteristics 1 can offer the team 
are my leadership ability and 
my experience,’’ said Gray. 
“ Last year we had two strong 
leaders in Sean Chambers and 
Melvin Parker. When they left 
the team, they left a hole. 1 like 
to think 1 helped fill that hole. 
When 1 bring the ball 
downcourt, it’s nice to know 
that the other four players 
have confidence in me to run
Point guard Jeff Gray (20) leads the team in assists.
the offense.”
Last year Gray started in 28 
games and averaged 4.3 points 
and 2.9 rebounds per game. 
This year he has started in all 
of the Mustangs’ games and is 
averaging six points and 3.6 
rebounds.
“ Personally 1 was a little 
disappointed in my perfor­
mance last year,” said Gray. 
“ 1 feel that 1 could have done 
more scoring and played better 
defense. This year 1 want to 
prove, not just to myself, but 
to the other teams, how good 1
can be.”
Gray transferred to Cal Poly 
from Diablo Valley College, 
where he averaged 12 points 
and seven assists per game, 
and was named to the all- 
Golden Gate Conference team.
“ There is a big difference be­
tween Junior-college basketball 
and college basketball,” he 
said. “ Here the players tend to 
be more physical, the com­
mitment to the team is bigger 
and the stakes for the 
N.C.A.A. championship tend 
See GRAY, page 7
A little blood doesn’t 
hurt Poly; BYU falls
By R ob  L opez
Staff Writer
What should have been an 
easy win for the Cal Poly wrestl­
ing team turned into a bloody 
close match against the Brigham 
Young Cougars Wednesday 
night in the Main Gym.
“ We were lucky to pull this 
baby off,” said Cal Poly head 
coach Lennis Cowell. “ We won 
17-5 to a team we should have 
beaten easily. We’ll take it 
though.”
The Cougars entered the meet 
2-5-1 overall and 0-1-0 in the 
Western Athletic Conference.
The Mustangs went in 10-5-1 
overall 7-1-1 in the Pac-10. Cowell 
said one reason the score was 
close — not the lopsided one the 
Mustangs expected — was tliai
WRESTLING
the team was tired.
Cal Poly got a solid perfor­
mance from senior Eric Osborne 
(167 pounds), ranked seventh in 
the nation. He beat John Kohls, 
10-6, although Kohls drew blood 
with a head butt to Osborne’s 
mouth. Kohls is ranked No. 2 in 
the nation.
See BLOOD, page 7
Mustangs take another 
crack at Division I talent
By C indy M cA ndrew
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly gymnastics team 
has proven it can compete with 
Division I squads and come out 
on top.
The D iv ision  II Lady 
Mustangs are ranked fourth in 
the nation. Head coach Tim 
Rivera said every time Cal Poly 
competes with Division 1 and 11 
teams in the same meet, the 
Lady Mustangs are more com­
petitive with the Division 1 
squads.
In the U.C. Berkeley Invita-
tional last month. Cal Poly 
scored a 169.45. Division 1 op­
ponents Stanford and Cal had 
175.60 and 174.45, respectively, 
while Division II Chico State
GYMNASTICS
scored a 133.95.
“ We are definitely just as good 
as Division I,” said Rivera.
The Lady Mustangs will have 
another shot at Division 1 teams 
tonight, when they face San Jose 
State and U.C. Santa Barbara. 
The triangular meet begins at 7 
See GYMNASTS, back page
SPECIAL ENDS SUNDAY
FEB. 7TH @ 7PM
4 MONTHS ,$89
N(;w monibcis Only 
Gym & At.'iobics •
We've been Here 
for 7 years... 
Where have you been?
5 4 1 -5 1 8 0
3546 S. Higuera, SLO
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won’t 
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn’t start college on a scholarship, you could 
finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full 
tuition and allowances for educational fees and textbooks. 
Along with up to $1,000 a year. Get all the facts.
For further information, contact Enrollment Counselor 
Larry Stayton at 756-2769 or visit Dexter Hall, Room 115.
a r m y  reserve  OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Ocean Kayaks 
For Sale
$700-$800 NEW 
Call Tom at 595-7244
Valentines Special
Hot Oil Manicure 
$8 WAS $10 
Acrylic Fills P  
$16.50 WAS $20 A  
Linen and Silk  W raps ^  
$30 WAS $40
Nails By Iva
5 4 4  Higuera 544-
TG at Crest Pizza
Thursday & Friday
Happy Hour 
3pm -6pm
75 <5 Beer
Crest Pizza Parlor 179 North Santa Rosa 541-2285 
^ Get the '
HOT BEEF INJECTION
Fries or Seilad and a FREE SODA
Only $3.75 Save $.80
One coupon per visit Tax not included EXP2/10/88-S
K a i
Theta
Spring Rush 88
Feb. 6: Pre-Rush T,G.
3 pm at the Beta House
Mar. 30:
Mar. 3?:
Meet the Beta's
7 pm meet in the Sierra Modre Loungp
Block and White PQfty
8 pm Vet’s Hcffl
Api. 1: Casino Night
8 pm at the Beta Housej-
Apl. 2: BB-Q/T.G.
3 pm at the Beta House
Apl. 3: Tahiti Party
8 pm Vet's Hall
,¿ £ 2 0 2 .
S w a t a ^ S f .
S w a:
worth wait!
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GRAY
From pages
to be higher.”
The stakes for the California 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
title also are high. The 
Mustangs face those stakes 
with more effective personnel 
than last year’s team, said 
Gray.
“ I think the difference be­
tween this team and last year’s 
team is that there are 10 
players on this team who can 
come onto the court at any 
time and do the job,” he said. 
‘‘This year the entire team has 
to contribute in order to be 
successful.”
Gray and the Mustangs will 
be in action Saturday, when 
they host U.C. Riverside. 
Game time is 8 p.m.
BLOOD
From page 5
‘‘1 was way better than him on 
the feet,” said Osborne. ‘‘No one 
can hang with me when it comes 
to going to the feet.”
Osborne’s victory came at a 
key point in the meet. It gave the 
Mustangs a lead of 13-9.
‘‘Eric wrestled real smart,”
said Cowell. ‘‘It was a great per­
formance.”
The second bloody incident 
came in the following match. Cal 
Poly’s Anthony Romero (177) 
beat Rob Alleman decisively, 
15-6. Romero finished strong 
with nine points in the third 
period, but received a gash over 
his right eye.
‘‘We have to get in shape be­
fore regionals and nationals,” 
Romero said. ‘‘We have to be
mentally prepared just like you 
have to be for school.”
Other Cal Poly winners were 
Joe Pangelinan (118), Darren 
Rodriguez (126) and Malcolm 
Boykin (158).
Pangelinan wasn’t very excited 
about his victory.
‘‘I didn’t wrestle up to my abil­
ity mentally,” Pangelinan said. 
‘‘Wrestling is 70 percent mental. 
1 didn’t come out as aggressive 
as 1 would Iiave liked to.”
C L A S S I F I E D
All Cal Poly EAGLE SCOUTS-student 
and faculty are encouraged to 
meet at 7:30pm V^d Feb 10 in room 
222 Ag Bldg (10) See you there_________
COMPOSITE CLUB & AIAA PRESENT: 
INDUCTION CURING OF COMPOSITE 
ROCKET MOTORS-Feb 8,6pm Sci N 202
GOLDEN KEY
Our next meeting - Crest Pizza
Tues Feb 9 5-7pm_____________________
PENGUINS
the Cyclecross is on! Sunday 2/7
10am at Cal Poly landfill follow
signs from Poly canyon 543-3224________
Want to tutor grades K-12? Join 
the Youth Education Project 
Meeting Tues Feb 9 7pm at 10-216 
Questions - stop by SCS, UU 217
CHAPTER ONE
BEST Hamburgers in town and 25cent 
domestic draft refills, mon-fri 
2pm to 3pm. Come in and join the 
fun Foothill Plaza 543-6427
HERE’S TO YOU’
PRESENTS BALLOON BOUOUETS 
FOR YOUR VALENTINE 
BUY 13 BALLOONS FOR $11.95 
GET FREE VALENTINE MYLAR!!
6 BALLOONS FOR $6.00 
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759
FEBRUARY SPECIAL FOR MEMBERS - 
Movies $1.50, VCR's $3.99 Monday 
thru Thursday! Membership $5.98 
per year, includes 1 st movie.
Home Video 667 Marsh St. 544-5288
MARGARITAS
BE THERE OR BE SOBER! ANOTHER 
FIESTA BY RODNEY ’BLENDER’ 
PRODUCTIONS. 5:00-7:00 ($2)________
PROFESSIONAL 
SKI TUNING
HAVE YOUR SKIS READY 
WHEN YOU ARE 
$12 Includes P-tex work, edges 
sharpened,hand hot wax ff more.
Free pick up & delivery to your 
doorstep in SLO or Los Osos. Call 
Ted or Mike 7 days a week at 
528-2117.____________________________
SAILING TEAM
WE ARE LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUALS 
INTERESTED IN CREWING ON OUR 
RACING BOATS. DONT MISS THIS 
CHANCE. FOR MORE INFO. CALL 
772-5574 (OPENINGS ALSO FOR 
SKIPPERS WITH RACING EXRER.)
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
12th Annual Conference 
’Expanding Our Horizons* and 
Evening with Industry 
Saturday, February 6 
Tickets $7.00
For info call: Lena 549-9072 
Nancy 541-1534
STILL OPEN!!!
Bike Repair & b/w Photo classes
Still open! Check with the
Craft Center for more info x1266__________
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a Cal Poly ID. 
VUARNET.BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS 
RAYBAN.HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD 
MAUI JIMS.AND REVOS. THE SEA 
BARN AVILA BEACH!! OPEN 7 DAYS 
A WEEK_______________________________
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE________________________________
The UEC is holding an
OPEN FORUM
at 11am Tues, Feb 9 in UU 220 to 
discuss alternate space proposals 
for the UU bowling Alley space.
We need your input!
‘ HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUETIFOL*
-1 LOVE YOU-
LOVE, CHRISTOPHER
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
’A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
Does God really have a Wife? 
i Mormons say yes! A 24 hour 
message, phone 544-7620. 
Alert Ministry, PO Box 3406 
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93403
HAPPY 1st ANNIVERSARY 
ROB
I'll meet you at Paris Valley Rd 
Saturday!! I LOVE YOU LOTS!! 
P.S. I’LL DRIVE KATHY
HAPPY 21 ST 
SANDY 
LUV
GIDGET, GADGET 
ALBERT & DOLT!
HAPPY 23rd BIRTHDAY BUCKAROOII 
Let’s go to Funky town!
I.TL.Y. • Sniffles
HAPPY 2? BDAY
BRYAN
I LOVE YOU,ALY
I MISS U AND NEED U FF 
LOVE GE
Do You Like Beer? If the answer 
is yes, then why not brew your 
own unique lagers, pilsners, and 
ales? For info Call 528-4518
-SOFTBALL UMPIRES- 
Needed for adult recreation games 
nights & Saturdays. Experience 
prefered but will train outgoing 
aggressive individuals $12.00 per 
game. Contact Mike lunker 549-7301
ANNOUNCING...R.A. RECRUITMENT
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOM­
ING A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE 
OF THE CAL POLY RESIDENCE HALLS, 
JOIN US AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION SESSIONS:
February 8 - 7pm Sequoia Hall 
9pm Yosemite Hall 
February 9 - 7pm Muir Hall
9pm Santa Lucia Hall 
February 10 - 7pm Fremont Hall 
9pm Sierra Madre Hall 
February 11 - 7pm Tenaya Hall 
9pm Trinity Hail 
’Last Chance Session’
February 23 - 7pm Yosemite Hall
IF YOU’D LIKE MORE INFORMATION, 
JUST CALL THE RESIDENT STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT 756-3396
Student Adm. Asst, needed in TV 
Production. Must be detail-oriented 
dependable, mature, able to cope 
with routine work, and supervise 
other student workers. Computer 
knowledge helpful. Not a production 
position. Stop by BAE/Rm 25 to fill 
out an application. Fixed work sche­
dule of 15-20 hours per week. Starts 
at $4.90 an hour. Immediate opening.
Want to spend the summer in the 
Higf) Sierras working with child­
ren. Walton’s Grizzly Lodge will be 
interviewing on March 2. For ap­
plication write Bob Stein 4009 
Sheridan Ct Auburn CA 95603 Phone 
(916) 823-9260
Access Cal Poly mainfranes from 
your home. Computer terminal and 
modem for sale -$150 or rent-to- 
own. Call Home Video at 544-5288
AMIGA 1000
Like new, 2 disc drives, 512k, 
color monitor, star printer,
+ software. $1600 (only 6 months 
old) call Dave after midnight 
at 756-4611
APPLE 800K FLOPPY DRIVE $150 
HP41CX ADVANTAGE/CIRCUITS/STAT 
PACK $150
HAYES SMARTMODEM 300 $30 
HP41CV MATH PAC $50 773-5717
NAGLE-LIMITED EDITION BOOK 
UNOPENED $250.00 937-8993 NICK
'71 VW BUG EXCELLENT COND. 
NEW STEREO/TIRES $2400 
CALL 544-6514 DAYS/MESSAGE 
773-2839 EVES
1984 HONDA CRX 1.5 WHITE
AM/FM CASS A C. MANY EXTRAS 
very clean 67K mi $5000 927-5191
FOR SALE: FOUR VS. MAG WHEELS 
WITH LOCKS. $250 CALL KERRY 
549-9285
1 F/M ROOMMATE WANTED 
OWN ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM CONDO 
AVAILABLE SPRING QUARTER 
CALL 546-9283
1 FEM-own room in Ig house/frpis 
fun rmmts $260 Aval 2/15 541-5739
2 Female Roommates Needed own room 
fireplace wash/dryer spring quarter 
265/mo Laguna Lake 546-8403_________
2FEM TO SHARE CONDO 5MIN WALK 
TO POLY POOL MICRO VCR FOLLY 
FURN GREAT DEAL 200/MO 544-3893
Apt available. Walk to Poly. Has 
micro. Quiet. 543-7841 Rent $350 m
Christian fml rmte wtd to share a 
Ig rm in 2 bdrm apt. 167.50/mo 
and dep. 541-3282 Call evenings.
FEM Roommate to share room for 
spring.only $150/mo Great condo 
with terrific roommates!
Call Jennie after 7:00 549-9410
FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN 
Townhouse w/pool & sauna $185 per 
month, close to Poly Call 543-1387
Fm Rmmt wanted non-smoker. Close 
to Poly, pool, 187.00/mo 543-5642
Fm share rm $135/mo close to Poly 
call DIANA 549-9178 or 541 -5882
Large Private room in house close 
to Poly M or F 543-3525 avi 2/15
LRG ROOM IN HSE ON FOOTHILL 
RENT 250 A MONTH FUN RMMATES. 
IMMEDIATELY 544-7906
MALE RMMT WANTED TO SHARE ROOM 
for spring qtr. furn, close to Poly
NAME YOUR PRICE! 541-3582
KATHY CON LAN!
HAPPY 20th 
WE LOVE YOU 
ISNT THAT SPEC!AL? 
Cindy, Tracy, & Kim
MIGUELITO
265
O.T.M.
AEII
SPRING RUSH 88
THURS 2/4 Beach party 7:30 
FRI 2/5 Around the world 8:00 
SUN 2/7 Brunch with Sorority 11:00 
TUES 2/9 Spaghetti feed 6:30 
TH 2/11 Fireside Chat 7:30 (formal) 
FRI 2/12 Ivitation only at 8:30
All events will be hels at AEPi, 
located at 280 California Blvd.
ALPHA UPSILON
SPRING RUSH
Thurs, Feb4 8pm Wild West Party 752 
Palm. Fri, Feb5 8pm LUAU (bring 
Pineapple) 752 Palm. Sat, FEB6 
noon TriTip BBQ & Softball El 
Chorro Park. Mon, Feb8 7pm Pizza 
Feed at Woodstocks. Wed, FeblO 8pm 
m Smoker (coat&tie) 752 Palm. For 
rides & info call 546-9312 or-9692.
BIG SATURDAY
Tomorrow-The SAE Way.BBQ & Sports 
Teach School Park 375 FerrinI 11am
COME TRAVEL WITH THE BROTHERS 
OF ALPHA EPSILON PI. FRI-8 00 
*“ * SPRING RUSH 88 *“ *
CONGRATULATIONS SIGMA KAPPA
CHI ACTIVES!!
We’re proud of you! Love,Sigma K_______
Congratu!ations Pi’s on your 
initiation into ALPHA PHI. We are 
excited to have you as sisters!
Love, The Older Actives
DELTA TAU
PRESENTS 
1988 SPRING RUSH 
WED FEB 3 ’TRAVEL THE WORLD’ 8PM 
FRI FEB 5 ’BOXERS REQUIRED’ 9PM 
SAT FEB 6 ’MASH PARTY’ 8PM 
MON FEB 8 ’DOWN UNDER’ 8PM 
TUES FEB 9 ’FUN & GAMES’ DRY 7PM 
WED* FEB 10 ’INTERVIEWS’ 7PM 
THURS* FEB 11 ’BBQ FOLLOWED BY 
FUNERAL PARTY WITH AXO’ 7PM 
* INVITE ONLY
ALL EVENTS AT THE HOUSE 71 
PALOMAR ANY QUESTIONS CALL 
DELTA TAU 543-9656 ASK FOR 
DOUG POWELL OR MIKE WERST
DSP- Our Winter Olympics were as 
hot as summer! Thanks for the fun 
LOVE Siqma Kappa
GAMMA PHI BETA 
ARE YOU READY TO GO TO JAIL 
AND ARE YOU WILLING TO PAY 
YOUR BAIL? THE MAFFIA AW4ITS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AOII! 
Here’s to 92 years of excellence. 
Founders’ day will be a blast!
So will Disneyland! See ya there.
LAMBDA CH! 
RUSH
T.G.I.F. 2/5/88 LITTLE SISTERS, 
BURGERS,4PM HOUSE 
CARIBBEAN CRUISE 2/6/88 PARTY 
ON TIGER’S FOLLY MEET 6PM 
AT HOUSE
WIN,LOSE,OR O n m  2/9/88 DINNER 
7PM HOUSE
CASUAL NIGHT 2/10/88 630pm HOUSE 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 1617 SANTA 
ROSA ST 544-9913
PHI KAPPA PSI 
SPRING RUSH
2/3 SPAGHITTI DINNER 6:30
2/4 THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE 9:00
2/6 NORTH of the BORDER PARTY 8:30
2/9 RIB DINNER 6:30
2/1C 'SMOKER 8:00 coat & tie
2/11 INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT
1439 PHILLIPS LANE
ROB F 421
YOU AND THE RIDE IN YOUR FiERY 
RED CAR HAVE MADE ME INCREDIBLY 
HOT. I’D LOVE TO EXPERIENCE A 
TASTE OF YOUR OTHER MACHINERY 
AND SEE IF IT IS AS EXPLOSIVE.
YOU KNOW HOW TO GET IN TOUCH. 
LOVi: ..1ICHELLE.
RUSH PIKES!
PI KAPPA ALPHA FOUNDER RUSH 
BEGINS TUESDAY, FEB 16TH! FOR 
INFO CALL JACK AT 546-9937!
SIGMA CHI
RUSH
TODAY: BARBECUE- 3:00 PM 
SATURDAY: ALPHA PHI EXCHANGE
SIGMA CHI,
Saturday night is sure to be a 
blast. We've always had such a 
good time in the past. With Mardi 
Gras as the dress, the night will 
be fun, and this we stress!!
XOXOXOXO, ALPHA PHI
Sigma Kappa’s Winter Wonderland 
is nerelRemember how much fun our 
last formal was?(some of us do)
Get fired up for a wild time!
TG at DSP
SHORTS AND SHADES 3PM 
W/BR/WE NEW WORLD
THE BROTHERS OF 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WELCOME ALL NEW CRESCENTS- 
GOOD JOB!!
THETA CHI
Spring Rush ’88
2/3 Gaming Night 8pm 
2/4 Lil Sis Tri-fip 
2/5 A Real TGIF 3pm
Dinner 6:30pm
2/7 Good Deeds with G.Phi B. Noon
-All Events are at the House 
-Stay Tuned for next weeks events
TKE RUSH
Coming soon Feb. 18 
Saving the best for last!
FUN RUN
Rec Sports Valentines Day Fun Run 
Wednesday Feb 10. Sign up in UU118
LOVE CAREFULLY WEEK 
INFORMATION BOOTH 
MONDAY FEB8TH 10:00-1:00 
UU PLAZA
COME OUT TO GET INFORMED!
LOVE CAREFULLY WEEK 
CONDOM TOSS 
UU PLAZA 
THURSDAY, FEB 11 
UU PLAZA BE THERE!
tlT E lw O N IG H f MOVIE AT THE 
FREMONT-HEAVY METAL FRI5 SAT6
ANNA
CEKOLA-
PEZ
We think you are the ultimate 
Spotlight godess. Don’t you 
give up - we have faith in you 
Your loving fellow editors
ARE YOU An entrepreneur or in the 
pursuit of entrepreneurship? Call 
543-4693 for more info. + Resume 
circulation to various companys 
for free. All majors are acceped
lNTRINSIC:imaginative metal! 
Looking for vocalist to fullfill 
contract. CALL 772-7568 leave msg
’DIRTY DANCING’ BY KATTALENA 
772-5809 SHE STRIPSI36C-24-34!
RACQUET STRINGING 
NYLON$10SYN.G UT$15  
QUICK SERVICE CALL 641-3905
TUTORING IN ENGLISH, WRITING, 
SPELLING AND COMPREHENSION. 
CALL CHRIS AT 461-1185
ACADEMIC Word processing. $1.50/ 
pg. Marcy 541-4214_______________
Exp typist. Campus PKUP/DEL $1.75 
ANY MAJORS, SR PROJ, Acctg, AFTER 
5pm 1-466-4171 for 1 day TURNAROUND
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERT TYPING - Will Edit and 
Correct Spelling. $1.00 per Page 
Call Suzy 541-5167 Evenings.
I’m still typing. For work you can 
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING
Call: The Latest Word 528-8505
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
546-8463
Typing Service 
Free Pick-up and 
delivery. $1.50/page
OWN RM Foothill hse,lg kitchen,2fire 
pis, storage, BBQ,new rug, party Rm 
av 2/15/88 Dishwshr 250mo 541 -6314
Roommate needed $225 a month $250 
deposit $15 a month for parking 
Call in the afternoon 544-4225
ROOMMATE WANTED m/f own room 1.5 
bath,furnished.A lot of extras.
Close to Poly 300mo Avail 3/18 
Call 544-2963 Leave message ____
SHARE ROOM IN NICE 2 BDRM APT 
CLOSE TO POLY M/,170/M,544-3602
APT.1&2 bedrm,near Poly,partial 
furn. pool, laundry,$440.& $550. 
per mo. 543-8517
■C
ATTENTION-STUDENT RENTERS 
House 5 min to Poly. 3 bed, garage, 
BBQ. $142,000. Cal! Academe Entr. 
Marilyn Dwiggins,Realtor 544-2087
FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor­
mation packet available on campus 
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL THE AFFORDABLE 
HOUSES & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO. 
CALL STEVE NELSON-543-8370-LEAVE 
A MESSAGE-FARRELL SMYTH,INC.
MOBIL HOME Creekside 720 sq ft 
2 Br 1 Bath Choice Loc Fenced 
Yd Sprinklers $33000 543-0569
SAVE THOUSANDS IN YOUR SCHOOL 
COSTS BY OWNING THIS HIGH TECH 
MOBIL HOME MICHAEL 543-6021
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SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
□  Women’s tennis at Pacific, 2 
p.m., Modesto.
□  Gymnastics vs. San Jose 
State and U.C. Santa Barbara, 7 
p.m., Crandall Gym.
SATURDAY
~ Women’s tennis at U.C. 
Davis, 10 a.m., Davis.
Baseball vs. Cal State 
Hayward (2), noon, Sinsheimer 
Stadium.
Women’s hoops vs. U.C. 
Riverside. 5:45 p.m.. Main Gym.
Men’s hoops vs. U.C. River­
side, 8 p.m., Main Gym.
SUNDAY
Women’s tennis at San Jose 
State. 10 a.m., San Jose.
Baseball vs. Cal State 
Hayward, 11 a.m., Sinsheimer
Stadium.
The w om en ’s basketball 
team, which was at Cal Poly 
Pomona last night, returns 
home Saturday to face U.C. 
Riverside.
Game time is 5:45 p.m. in the 
Main Gym.
The Lady Mustangs were 3-1 
in the C.C.A.A. before last 
night.
lilr *  *
The baseball team will host 
Cal State Hayward in a three- 
game series this weekend.
They will  play a 
doubleheader Saturday at noon 
and a single game Sunday at 
11 a.m. All games are played 
at Sinsheimer Stadium.
The Mustangs, 1-2 overall, 
were swept in a two-game 
series against U.S.C. last 
weekend.
GYMNASTS
From page 5
p.m. in Crandall Gym.
Rivera  said the 
Mustangs have improved 
since their first meet.
Lady 
a lot
The Lady Mustangs say the 
support they give each other is 
what helps them win. They are 
very close and supportive of each 
other.
“ We have fun and become
close by reaching for the same 
goals,” said Bridget Magee, a 
sophomore.
For the first time since he’s 
been at Cal Poly, Rivera gave the 
team a three-day break from 
practice last weekend. He said 
the women needed a break after 
all the preparation that went into 
the early season.
“The girls work hard,” said 
Rivera. “ Sometimes we wonder 
why we’re here. When we do well, 
that makes it all worth it.”
P O 'J i '  K r ^ U iu
KCPRFMSTEREO CAL POLY RADIO 
Presents: RED ELEVEN 
at D.K.'s West Indies Bar 
This Saturday, February 6, at 9 p.m.
AEO
Delta Sigma Phi
Shorts 8c Shades
T.G. with: 
BRAVE 
NEW WORLD
today ® 3pm
SANDS LIQUOR & DELI
Mustang Basketball Players for the month of December
Mark Shelby Jeff Gray Goby Naess
m
SANDS
l i q u o r C S i d c l l
Awesome Custom Built Sandwiches 
Student Owned and Operated
HOME OF THE BREW CREW
1930 A Monterey 549-8101
San Luis Obispo
In front of Sands Motel (Next door to Wm. Randolph’s)
HEY! MEAL TICKET 
PAYMENTS ARE DUE 
FEBRUARY 16, 1988
*MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE 
CAL POLY FOUNDATION
»BRING YOUR CHECK TO THE 
FOUNDATION CASHIER OR DEPOSIT 
YOUR PAYMENT IN ONE OF THE TWO 
DROP BOXES NEAR THE SNAK STOP 
AND THE FOUNDATION BUSINESS 
OFFICE.
Changes in meal plans may be requested by 
completing a meal change request form available 
at the Foundation Cashier. Change forms will 
not be accepted after February 16,1988.
.  f
7th Year
Anniversary
AVOODSTOCK'S T’IZZA
1/3 OFF PIZZA & TAP BEER
Saturday, Feb. 6, ONLY
Free Delivery
Thanks Cal Poly!
541-4420
1015 Court St. San Luis Obispo
*one pizza per customer 
no coupon required
